Topics Addressed in
Abundant Life: You Were Made for More
Engaging Teens
Module Name
Rooted: Knowing and
Believing Who You Are

Let’s Get Real

Purity: Rethinking,
Reorienting, or
Restarting

An Overflowing Cup

Partnering with Parents

Equipping Volunteers

Teaching Name & Message
1) Identity
When you know Whose you are, you begin to truly believe
who you are.
2) Love v. Infatuation
Real love is often tainted by “the behaviors” we consider to be
normal in culture – but we can only truly know what love is
when we look to God, who is our source of love.
3) God, Guys, and Girls
We must get our relationship with God right before we can
get relationships with each other right, including romantic
ones!
1) Social Media: It’s Not What You Think
The dangers of social media are real, and until we filter them
through a Biblical worldview, the internet can become a place
of darkness that enslaves us.
2) Pornography: The Culprit of Diminishing Real Relationships
At the root of the pornography problem lies a tragic
misunderstanding of who we were created to be and what
relationships are supposed to be about.
3) Uninvited: Loneliness and Rejection
Rejection can certainly grow and shape us, but it was never
meant to define us. This message is an invitation of hope from
the God of the Universe – specifically for those students
struggling with suicidal thoughts, depression, and anxiety.
1) The Pursuit: Who to Date and How to Date
The term “dating” really isn’t used in the Bible, so how do we
know what dating with honor and purity looks like?
2) A Blank Slate: How the Gospel Changes Your Story
God cares about the condition of our heart, not the
technicalities of our virginity. He calls us to adopt a greater
vision for our relationships and sexual understanding because
of who we are in Him.
3) Marriage: Why It Matters
Marriage has a purpose that is far beyond our own happiness.
1) The Deeper Need
Is following Jesus worth our sacrifice?
2) Why Does God Give Us Rules?
The truths of the Gospel support and sustain the commands
of the Gospel, which are for our good.
3) Love Does
What do you want your life and your relationships to be
known for?

